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Abstract. We introduce and study four optimization problems that generalize the well-known
subset sum problem. Given a node-weighted digraph, select a subset of vertices whose total
weight does not exceed a given budget. Some additional constraints need to be satisfied. The
(weak resp.) digraph constraint imposes that if (all incoming nodes of resp.) a node x belongs
to the solution, then the latter comprises all its outgoing nodes (node x itself resp.). The maxi-
mality constraint ensures that a solution cannot be extended without violating the budget or the
(weak) digraph constraint. We study the complexity of these problems and we present some ap-
proximation results according to the type of digraph given in input, e.g. directed acyclic graphs
and oriented trees.
Key words. Subset Sum, Maximal problems, digraph constraints, complexity, directed acyclic
graphs, oriented trees, PTAS.
1 Introduction
This paper deals with four optimization problems which generalize the well-known SUBSET SUM
PROBLEM (SS in short). Given a digraphG = (V,A) such that each x ∈ V has a nonnegative weight
w(x), we search for S ⊆ V satisfying some constraints. As for SS we have a budget constraint
which imposes that w(S) ≡
∑
x∈S w(s) does not exceed a given bound B. We depart from SS by
considering the following constraints. The digraph constraint imposes to insert a node in S if one
of its incoming nodes in G appears in S. A weaker form, called weak digraph constraint, imposes
to insert a node in S if all its its incoming nodes in G appear in S. Our last constraint requires
maximality with respect to the previous constraints. A set S satisfies the maximality constraint if
there is no S′ ⊃ S satisfying the budget and the (weak resp.) digraph constraint.
Given a digraph G = (V,A) and a budget B, the four problems studied in this article are the
following. SUBSET SUM WITH DIGRAPH CONSTRAINTS (SSG in short) is to find S that maxi-
mizes w(S) under the budget and the digraph constraints. In SUBSET SUM WITH WEAK DIGRAPH
CONSTRAINTS (SSGW in short), we seek S that maximizes w(S) under the budget and the weak
digraph constraints. For the MAXIMAL SUBSET SUM WITH DIGRAPH CONSTRAINTS (MAXIMAL
SSG in short) we search for S with minimum weight under the constraints of budget, digraph and
maximality. Finally, MAXIMAL SUBSET SUM WITH WEAK DIGRAPH CONSTRAINTS (MAXIMAL
SSGW in short) aims to find S with minimum weight under the constraints of budget, weak digraph
and maximality. The fact that we minimize w(S) will become clear from the possible applications.
Let us motivate SSG in a scheduling context (other applications are given in [23]). A processor
is available during a period of length B and there is a set of tasks to be executed on it. Each task x
is represented by a vertex of a digraph and has a duration w(x). We seek a subset of tasks whose
total duration does not exceed B. The digraph provides dependency constraints between the tasks,
i.e. there is an arc (i, j) if task i requires the output of task j. The goal is to maximize the utilization
of the processor during the time window.
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Keep this scheduling example but replace the processor by a lazy bureaucrat who has to execute
some tasks. Everyday the bureaucrat is in his office for a period of length B and the set of tasks
S that he selects must be executed within this period. The maximization of w(S) does not reflect
the wish of the lazy bureaucrat who is interested in working as little as possible. His goal is rather
to minimize w(S). However, S = ∅ is not a realistic solution because the worker’s employer finds
unacceptable to ignore a task if there is enough time to execute it. This example, taken from [2],
motivates MAXIMAL SSG and its constraint of maximality.
Let us motivate SSGW with another application. The different modules of a program are repre-
sented by a digraph G = (V,A) in the sense that (x, y) belongs to A whenever module y receives
informations from module x. An updated version of the program is to be deployed. Updating module
x induces a cost of w(x) and there is a global budget of B. We want to select a subset S of modules,
candidates for the update, such that w(S) ≤ B and if all the predecessors of a module y are updated,
then y must also be updated otherwise y works in a faulty manner.
In order to justify the study of MAXIMAL SSGW, suppose the user of the program pays an
external company B dollars for updating the software. If S denotes the set of updated modules, then
the revenue of the company, to be maximized, is equal to B − w(S). Meanwhile, the user finds S
acceptable if B is exceeded with any extra update.
Our purpose is to study SSG, SSGW, MAXIMAL SSG and MAXIMAL SSGW from a theoretical
viewpoint. The complexity and approximability of these problems are analyzed for various topolo-
gies of the input digraph.
To the best of our knowledge, these problems are new, except SSG which is a special case of
the PARTIALLY-ORDERED KNAPSACK problem (also known as the PRECEDENCE-CONSTRAINED
KNAPSACK PROBLEM and it will define later) [22,23,19]. MAXIMAL SSG and MAXIMAL SSGW
generalize the LAZY BUREAUCRAT PROBLEM with common deadlines and arrivals [2,14,15,18]
representing the maximal version of SS. We aim at extending this problem with (weak) digraph
constraints on digraphs.
Our main results are: the four problems are NP-hard, even for simple classes of digraphs. This is
true even in in-rooted and out-rooted trees. SSG is also strongly NP-hard in 3-regular digraphs and
this result is tight according to degree parameters. MAXIMAL SSG is strongly NP-hard in directed
acyclic graphs (DAG) with a unique sink and 3 weights. There is also a reduction preserving approx-
imation for the four problems in DAG with maximum in-degree 2. However, some classes of graphs
make the problems solvable in polynomial time or approximable within any given error. The class of
oriented trees admits non-trivial dynamic programming algorithms. In tournament graphs, SSG and
MAXIMAL SSG are polynomial. We also provide approximation schemes for SSG and MAXIMAL
SSG in DAG.
The present paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains some definitions on graphs that
we use throughout the paper and a formal definition of our problems. Section 3 makes an overview
of related works. Then, we present some complexity results for the four problems according to the
topology of the digraph: regular digraphs are studied in Section 4, DAG in Section 5 and oriented
trees in Section 6. Dynamic programming algorithms are provided for oriented trees in Section
6. In Section 7, we propose approximation schemes for SSG and MAXIMAL SSG in DAG. Some
perspectives are given in Section 8.
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2 Definitions and concepts
2.1 Graph terminology
A directed graph (or digraph) is a graph whose edges have a direction. Formally, a digraph G is a
pair (V,A) where V and A are the vertex set and the arc set, respectively. Given two vertices x and
y, the notation (x, y) means the arc that goes from x to y and [x, y] is an edge (a non-oriented arc).
The in-neighborhood (and the in-degree) of a vertex v in G denoted by N−G (v) and deg−G(v)
respectively are defined by N−G (v) = {u ∈ V : (u, v) ∈ A} and deg
−
G(v) = |N
−
G (v)|. Similarly,
the out-neighborhood and the out-degree, N+G (v) and deg
+
G(v) are defined by N
+
G (v) = {u ∈ V :
(v, u) ∈ A} and deg+G(v) = |N
+
G (v)|. A vertex with deg
−
G(v) = 0 is called a source and similarly,
a vertex with deg+G(v) = 0 is called a sink. The neighborhoods of a vertex v is defined by the set
NG(v) = N
−
G (v) ∪N
+
G (v) and its degree is degG(v) = deg
−
G(v) + deg
+
G(v). A graph is k-regular
if the degree of each node is k.
A directed path µG(x, y) from x to y in G is a succession of vertices (v1, . . . , vk) where v1 = x,
vk = y and (vi, vi+1) ∈ A for every i = 1, . . . , k − 1. A circuit C is a path of positive length from
x to x.
Given a subset of vertices S ⊆ V , we denote by G− S the subgraph induced by V \ S.
In this paper, we also consider some special classes of digraphs: an acyclic digraph (or DAG
for Directed Acyclic Graph) is a digraph without circuit. It is well known that a DAG has a source
and a sink. An oriented tree is a digraph formed by orienting the edges of an undirected tree and
an out-rooted tree (in-rooted tree resp.) is an oriented tree where the out-degree (in-degree resp.)
of each vertex is equal to 1. A root (anti-root resp.) is a vertex without any in-neighborhood (out-
neighborhood resp.). Finally, a tournament is an oriented graph where the underlying graph is a
complete graph, or equivalently there is exactly one arc between any two distinct vertices.
In this document, we only consider simple digraphs, i.e. with no loop and no multiple arc.
2.2 Subset Sum problems
SUBSET SUM WITH DIGRAPH CONSTRAINTS
The first problem is called SUBSET SUM WITH DIGRAPH CONSTRAINTS (SSG in short) and its
input is a digraph G = (V,A), a non-negative weight w(i) for every node i ∈ V , and a positive
bound B. The weight of S ⊆ V is denoted by w(S) and defined as
∑
i∈S w(i). A feasible solution
S is a subset of V satisfying the following constraints.
∀x ∈ S, (x, y) ∈ A⇒ y ∈ S (1)
w(S) ≤ B (2)
Constraints (1) are called the digraph constraints while (2) corresponds to a budget constraint.
Formally, the problem is defined by:
SSG
Input : a node weighted digraph G = (V,A,w) and a bound B.
Output : S ⊆ V satisfying (1) and (2).
Objective: maximize w(S).
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Obviously, this optimization problem is related to the exact decision version where we try to
decide if there is a subset S satisfying (1) with w(S) = B, which is a natural generalization of the
standard SUBSET SUM decision problem (see Problem [SP13], page 223 in [16]) by considering the
digraph without arcs, i.e., A = ∅.
Let us introduce an intermediary decision problem, called CARDINALITY SSG in the rest of the
paper. The input consists of a digraph G = (V,A), a bound B, an integer p ≤ |V | and a weight
function w on the nodes satisfying 1 ≤ w(v) ≤ B − p. The problem is to decide if there exists
J ⊆ V such that w(J) = B, |J | = p and J satisfies the digraph constraints (1).
MAXIMAL SUBSET SUM WITH DIGRAPH CONSTRAINTS
This new problem is called MAXIMAL SUBSET SUM WITH DIGRAPH CONSTRAINTS (MAXIMAL
SSG in short) and its input is the same as for SSG. A feasible solution S is a subset of V satisfying
(1), (2) and the following third constraint:
There is no S′ ⊃ S such that S′satisfies (1) and (2). (3)
This last condition is called the maximality constraint and it corresponds to the notion of maxi-
mal subset satisfying the digraph constraint. As opposed to SSG, the goal of MAXIMAL SSG is to
minimize w(S). Formally:
MAXIMAL SSG
Input : a node weighted digraph G = (V,A,w) and a bound B.
Output : S ⊆ V satisfying (1), (2) and (3).
Objective: minimize w(S).
We also strengthen the digraph constraints by a new kind of constraints called weak digraph con-
straints and defined by:
N−G (x) ⊆ S ∧N
−
G (x) 6= ∅ ⇒ x ∈ S (4)
By replacing (1) by (4) in the definition of SSG and MAXIMAL SSG, we obtain two additional
optimization problems.
SUBSET SUM WITH WEAK DIGRAPH CONSTRAINTS
This problem is called SUBSET SUM WITH WEAK DIGRAPH CONSTRAINTS (SSGW in short).
SSGW
Input : a node weighted digraph G = (V,A,w) and a bound B.
Output : S ⊆ V satisfying (4) and (2).
Objective: maximize w(S).
MAXIMAL SUBSET SUM WITH WEAK DIGRAPH CONSTRAINTS
As previously, we can define a maximal subset satisfying the weak digraph constraint:
There is no S′ ⊃ S such that S′satisfies (4) and (2). (5)
This condition is denoted by the weak maximality constraint and the last problem is called MAX-
IMAL SUBSET SUM WITH WEAK DIGRAPH CONSTRAINTS (MAXIMAL SSGW in short)
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MAXIMAL SSGW
Input : a node weighted digraph G = (V,A,w) and a bound B.
Output : S ⊆ V satisfying (4), (2) and (5).
Objective: minimize w(S).
The feasibility of a solution S ⊆ V for MAXIMAL SSGW can be decided in O(n2). Indeed, (4)
and (2) are checked in O(n) and the maximality constraint (5) can be checked as follows: for every
v ∈ V \S, add v and (inductively) the vertices that allow to satisfy (4) in S (by necessary condition)
and check condition (2) with the increased set because the weights are non-negative.
3 Related works
The SUBSET SUM PROBLEM is one of the simplest and fundamental NP-hard problems. It appears
in many real world applications. Given n integers ai for i = 1, . . . , n and a target B, the goal
is to find a subset S ⊆ {1, . . . , n} such that
∑
i∈S ai = B. A survey of existing results on the
SUBSET SUM PROBLEM can be found in Chapter 4 of [23]. There are several generalizations of
the SUBSET SUM PROBLEM studied in the literature, see for instance [27,25,12,13,5]. In [27], the
variation, called EQUAL SUBSET SUM FROM TWO SETS is shown to be NP-complete, where given
a set of n integers ai for i = 1, . . . , n, the problem is to decide whether there exist two disjoint
nonempty subsets of indices S1, S2 ⊆ {1, . . . , n} such that
∑
i∈S1
ai =
∑
j∈S2
aj . In [25], two
generalizations to intervals are proposed and they are motivated by single-item multi-unit auctions;
here, we are given a set of n intervals [ai, bi], a target B, and the goal is to choose a set of integers
(at most one from each interval for the first problem and for the second problem, the additional
restriction that at least k1 and at most k2 integers must be selected), whose sum approximates B as
best as possible. Several results are proposed, including a FPTAS. In [13], the problem of deciding
whether all integer values between two given boundsB− and B+ are attainable is proved to be Π2p-
complete.
Many variations of the SUBSET SUM PROBLEM have also been studied in [11,12] and especially
a version on undirected graphs called ESS WITH EXCLUSIONS. Given a connected undirected ex-
clusion graph G = (V,E) where the nodes are weighted by w(v) ≥ 0, the problem consists in de-
ciding if there are two disjoint independent sets X,Y ⊆ V of G such that w(X) =∑x∈X w(x) =∑
y∈Y w(y). ESS WITH EXCLUSIONS is obviously NP-complete and a pseudo-polynomial time
algorithm is presented in [11,12].
The PARTIALLY-ORDERED KNAPSACK problem (also known as the PRECEDENCE - CON-
STRAINED KNAPSACK PROBLEM) is a natural generalization of SSG (exactly as KNAPSACK gen-
eralizes SUBSET SUM). Here, we are given a set V of items, a DAG G = (V,A) (or equivalently
a poset ≺P on V ) and a bound B. Each item v ∈ V has a size p(v) ≥ 0 and an associated
weight w(v) ≥ 0. The objective is to find S ⊆ V , whose weight w(S) = ∑v∈S w(v) is max-
imized under the digraph constraints and also p(S) :=
∑
v∈S p(v) must be at most B. When
p(v) = w(v), we clearly obtain SSG. PARTIALLY-ORDERED KNAPSACK is strongly NP-hard,
even when p(v) = w(v), ∀v ∈ V , and G is a bipartite DAG [22]. In 2006, it was demonstrated
in [19] that PARTIALLY-ORDERED KNAPSACK is hard to approximate within a factor 2(logn)ε , for
some ε > 0, unless 3SAT ∈ DTIME(2n
3
4
+δ
). A survey of some applications and results can also
be found in the book (pages 402-408 of [23]).
In [24], some FPTAS are proposed for PARTIALLY-ORDERED KNAPSACK in the case of 2-
dimensional partial ordering (a generalization of series-parallel digraphs) and in the DAG whose
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bipartite complement are chordal bipartite. Also, a polynomial-time algorithm for PARTIALLY-
ORDERED KNAPSACK on Red-Blue bipartite DAG is given when its bipartite complement is chordal
bipartite.
In the case of rooted trees, a FPTAS is also proposed for PRECEDENCE-CONSTRAINED KNAP-
SACK PROBLEM in [22]. The special case of in-rooted trees is also known in the literature as the
Tree Knapsack Problem [4,10].
In [7] an approach based on clique inequalities is presented for determining facets of the poly-
hedron of the PRECEDENCE-CONSTRAINED KNAPSACK PROBLEM.
Two related problems, known as the NEIGHBOUR KNAPSACK PROBLEM, are studied in [8] in
which dependencies between items are given by an undirected (or a directed) graph G = (V,E).
In the first version, an item can be selected only if at least one of its neighbors is also selected.
In the second version, an item can be selected only when all its neighbors are also selected. The
authors of [8] propose upper and lower bounds on the approximation ratios for these two problems
on undirected and directed graphs.
Concerning the Maximal version of SUBSET SUM, this problem is called the LAZY BUREAU-
CRAT PROBLEM with common arrivals and deadlines in the literature [15,18] where the problem has
been proved NP-hard and approximable with a FPTAS. This latter problem has also several gen-
eralizations known as the LAZY BUREAUCRAT SCHEDULING PROBLEM [2,14,15] and the LAZY
MATROID PROBLEM [17].
4 Regular Digraphs
Theorem 1. SSG is strongly NP-hard for connected digraphs in which each node has either out-
degree 2 and in-degree 1 or the reverse.
Proof. We prove the strong NP-hardness using a reduction from CLIQUE:
CLIQUE
Input : a connected simple graph G = (V,E).
Output : V ′ ⊆ V such that every two vertices in V ′ are joined by an edge in E.
Objective: maximize |V ′|.
CLIQUE is known to be NP-hard, even in regular connected graphs of degree ∆ ≥ 3 (Problem
[GT19], page 194 in [16]).
Let I = (G, k) be an instance of the decision version of CLIQUE where G = (V,E) is a reg-
ular connected graph of degree ∆ and V = {1, . . . , n}. We construct an instance I ′ = (G′ =
(V ′, A′), w,B) of SSG as follows:
G′ = (V ′, A′) is a connected digraph defined by V ′ = VC ∪ VE where VC = {vi,j : i ∈ V, j ∈
NG(i)} and VE = {vie : e ∈ E, i = 1, . . . , 6} = ∪e∈EH(e) where H(e) = {vie, i = 1, ..., 6}
is a gadget. We start from G, and we replace each node i ∈ V by a circuit Ci of ∆ vertices vji for
j ∈ NG(i). Then two circuits Ci and Cj are connected via a gadget H(e) if edge e = [i, j] ∈ E, in
such a way that each node of the circuit has in-degree 2 and out-degree 1. Formally, if e = [x, y] ∈ E,
then the gadget H(e) has 6 nodes {vie : i = 1, . . . , 6} where v1e = vxe and v6e = vye . An illustration
is given in Figure 1.
If e = [i, j] ∈ E, then we add the two arcs (vie, vi,j) and (vje , vj,i) in G′. Finally, each node
of each circuit Ci has weight 1, i.e., w(vi,j) = 1 while w(vie) = ∆n for i = 1, . . . , 6. The bound
B = 3∆nk(k − 1) +∆k.
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Fig. 1. The gadget H(e) for e = [x, y] ∈ E.
An illustration of the construction is given in Figure 3 for the graph described in Figure 2.
Clearly, this construction is done in polynomial time and G is a 3-regular connected digraph. More-
over, for each v ∈ V ′ either d+G′(v) = 2 and d
−
G′(v) = 1 , or d
−
G′(v) = 2 and d
+
G′(v) = 1.
1 2 3 4
5678
Fig. 2. Example of an instance G of CLIQUE with ∆ = 4.
We claim that there is a clique S ⊆ {1, . . . , n} of size k if and only if there is S′ ⊆ V ′ satisfying
the digraph constraints (1) in G′ with w(S′) = B = 3∆nk(k − 1) +∆k.
Assume there exists a clique S of size |S| = k in G. Then the subgraph induced by S contains
k(k−1)
2 edges. The set S
′ = (∪i∈SCi) ∪ {vℓe ∈ VE : e = [i, j] ∈ E(S), ℓ = 1, . . . , 6} satisfies the
digraph constraints (1) in G′ and w(S′) = 6∆nk(k−1)2 +∆|S| = 3∆nk(k − 1) +∆k = B.
Conversely, assume there exists S′ ⊆ V ′ satisfying the digraph constraints (1) with w(S′) =
B = 3∆nk(k − 1) +∆k for some integer k ≥ 2. Then S′ contains k(k−1)2 gadgets H(e) (because
eachH(e) is strongly connected) with total weight 6∆n and∆k vertices from V with weight 1 since
the weights of vertices of V ′ \ VE cannot compensate the weights of one vertex of VE . Due to the
digraph constraints, for every gadget H(e) ⊆ S′ ∩ VE , the two circuits Ci, Cj such that e = [i, j]
must entirely belong to S′. We construct the set S = {i : Ci ⊆ S′}. Then S contains exactly k
vertices. In addition, the subgraph GS of G induced by S contains k(k−1)2 edges representing the
k(k−1)
2 gadgets H(e) in S
′ ∩ VE . We conclude that GS is a complete graph, so S is a clique of size
k in G.
Corollary 1. CARDINALITY SSG is strongly NP-complete in general digraphs even if the weight
of each node is either a or b with 1 ≤ a < b integers.
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v1,4 v1,2
v1,7v1,8
v8,1 v8,2
v8,7v8,5
v2,1 v2,3
v2,7v2,8
v7,1 v7,2
v7,6v7,8
v3,2 v3,4
v3,5v3,6
v6,3 v6,4
v6,5v6,7
v4,3 v4,1
v4,5v4,6
v5,3 v5,4
v5,8v5,6
H([1, 8])
H([1, 2])
H([2, 7])
H([7, 8])
H([1, 7])
H([2, 8])
H([2, 3])
H([6, 7])
H([3, 4])
H([5, 6])
H([3, 6]) H([4, 5])
H([3, 5])
H([4, 6])
H([1, 4])
H([5, 8])
Fig. 3. Example of digraph G′ constructed in the reduction from G.
Proof. Using the reduction proposed in the proof of Theorem 1, we can see that the weight of each
node of G′ is either 1 or ∆n and the size of S is exactly p = ∆k + 6k(k−1)2 where k is the size of
the clique.
We now prove that Theorem 1 is the best possible complexity result according to degree pa-
rameters, that is either SSG is NP-hard in connected digraphs of maximum degree 2 or maximum
out-degree 1 or in-degree 1, but admits a pseudo polynomial algorithm for these digraphs or SSG is
polynomial for connected digraphs with in-degree and out-degree 2 for each node.
Lemma 1. SSG is polynomial-time solvable in connected digraphs for which the in-degree and the
out-degree of each node is 2.
Proof. Let I = (G,w,B) be an instance of SSG such that G = (V,A) is a connected digraph
where the in-degree and the out-degree of each node is exactly 2.
Using Euler-Hierholzer Theorem [6], we know that G is Eulerian, i.e. there is a circuit visiting
each arc of A exactly once. Hence, by the digraph constraints (1), a feasible solution is either the
empty set or the whole set of vertices V . Since w is non-negative, it follows that V is an optimal
solution if and only if w(V ) ≤ B.
For the other cases, the digraph is a chain or an oriented tree (see Propositions 1 and 2, page 13,
and Remark 4, page 14) and then belongs to the class of Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAG in short).
5 Directed Acyclic Graphs
Let us start by some definitions and notions useful in the rest of this section. Given a connected
DAG G = (V,A), we say that v′ ∈ V is a descendant of v iff v = v′ or there is a directed path
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from v to v′ in G. Let descG(v) denote the set of descendants of v in G. An ascendant of v is
a node u 6= v such that v ∈ descG(u). The set of ascendents of v in G is denoted by ascG(v).
Obviously, descG(v)∩ascG(v) = ∅ because G is a DAG. By extension, given S ⊆ V , descG(S) =
∪v∈SdescG(v) and ascG(S) = ∪v∈SascG(v). Clearly, a solution S satisfies the digraph constraints
(1) iff S = descG(S).
The kernel of a subset S ⊆ V , denoted by κ(S), is a subset of minimal size such that:
1. κ(S) ⊆ S
2. descG(κ(S)) = descG(S).
Because G is a DAG, the notion of kernel is well defined and unique (actually, κ(S) is the set of
sources of the subgraph G[S] induced by S). Note that κ(S) is an independent set of G. The notion
of κ(S) is important because it constitutes in some sense the core of the digraph constraints. The
following properties can be easily checked:
Property 1. Let S be a subset of a DAG G = (V,A) satisfying the digraph constraints (1). Let
v ∈ V :
– v ∈ S iff descG(v) ⊆ S
– v /∈ S implies ascG(v) ∩ S = ∅
Now, we show that SSG and MAXIMAL SSG in general digraphs can be restricted to DAG.
Lemma 2. The resolution (or approximation) of SSG (MAXIMAL SSG resp.) in general digraphs
and connected DAG are equivalent.
Proof. Take a digraph G, instance of SSG (MAXIMAL SSG resp.) and replace each strongly con-
nected component by a representative vertex whose weight is the sum of the weights of the nodes
that it represents. It is known that the resulting graph G′, called the condensation of G, is a DAG.
It is not difficult to see that there is a bijection between the feasible solutions in G and the feasible
solutions in G′. Moreover, the weight of the solution is preserved.
Corollary 2. CARDINALITY SSG is strongly NP-complete in DAG even if the weight of each node
is either a or b with 1 ≤ a < b integers.
Proof. Using both reductions proposed in the proofs of Theorem 1 and Lemma 2, we can see that
the weight of each node of G′ is either 1 or 6n (∆ and 6∆n simplified to 1 and 6n) and the size of
S is exactly p = k + k(k−1)2 where k is the size of the clique.
Remark 1.
1. CARDINALITY SSG is polynomial if all the nodes have the same weight a.
2. CARDINALITY SSG is strongly NP-complete if the weight of a node is either 0 or a > 0.
3. SSG is polynomial-time solvable when there is a unique weight a or two weights 0 and a > 0.
Proof.
1. In the case of a unique weight a ≥ 0, if |V | ∗ a < B or B 6= p ∗ a, then the answer is no.
Otherwise, start from S = ∅ and iteratively add to S a sink of G[V \ S].
2. If the weight of each node is either 0 or a > 0, we use the same reduction as in the proof of
Corollary 2 and we replace the weights ∆ and 6∆n by 1 and 0 respectively.
3. In the case of SSG, start from S = ∅ and iteratively add to S a sink of G[V \ S].
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Lemma 3. Let I = (G,w,B) be an instance of MAXIMAL SSG (MAXIMAL SSGW, resp.) such
that G is a DAG. S ⊆ V is a feasible solution to MAXIMAL SSG if and only if S satisfies (1), (2)
and (6).
∀x ∈ V \ S, S ∪ {x} violates (1) or (2) (6)
Similarly, S ⊆ V is a feasible solution to MAXIMAL SSGW if and only if S satisfies (4), (2) and
(7).
∀x ∈ V \ S, S ∪ {x} violates (4) or (2) (7)
Proof. The proof is only detailed for MAXIMAL SSG. Similar arguments can be used for MAXIMAL
SSGW. Let I = (G,w,B) be an instance of MAXIMAL SSG such that G = (V,A) is a DAG.
By definition, a feasible solution to MAXIMAL SSG satisfies (1), (2) and (3). Since (3) is stronger
than (6), one direction of the equivalence (i.e. ⇒) holds trivially.
For the other direction, take any S ⊆ V satisfying (1), (2) and (6). By contradiction, suppose
there exists S′ ⊃ S such that S′ satisfies (1) and (2). Since G is a DAG, the sub-graph G′ induced
by S′ \S is a non-empty DAG. So G′ contains a sink v ∈ S′ \S. By definition, S ∪{v} satisfies the
digraph constraints (1). Moreover,S ∪{v} satisfies the budget constraint (2) because w(S ∪{v}) ≤
w(S′) ≤ B. We get a contradiction with (6).
Remark 2. Lemma 3 is equivalent to check that for a sink v of minimum weight (among the sinks
of G[V \ S]), w(B) + w(v) > B.
Remark 3. Using (6), one can verify if a set S ⊆ V is feasible for MAXIMAL SSG in O(m).
The LAZY BUREAUCRAT PROBLEM with a common release date and a common deadline has
been proved (weakly) NP-hard [15] and admitting a pseudo-polynomial algorithm [14]; recently,
a FPTAS was proposed in [18]. Here, we prove that MAXIMAL SSG, a generalization of the lazy
bureaucrat problem, is much harder.
Theorem 2. MAXIMAL SSG is Strongly NP-hard in connected DAG with a unique sink and 3
distinct weights.
Proof. We propose a Karp reduction from CARDINALITY SSG proved strongly NP-complete even
with 2 distinct weights in Corollary 2.
Given an instance I = (G,w, p,B) of CARDINALITY SSG where G = (V,A) is a DAG, V =
{v1, . . . , vn}, 1 ≤ w(v) ≤ B − p and 2 distinct weights, we build an instance I ′ = (G′, w′, B′, q)
of the decision version of MAXIMAL SSG (I is a yes-instance if there exists a feasible solution of
weight at most q) where G′ = (V ′, A′) is a connected DAG with a unique sink as follows:
• G′ = (V ′, A′) has n+ p+ 1 vertices V ′ = V ∪D where D = {vn+i : i = 1, . . . , p+ 1} and
contains G as a subgraph. If S denotes the set of sinks of G, then A′ = A ∪ {(u, vn+1) : u ∈
S} ∪ {(vi+1, vi) : i = n+ 1, . . . , n+ p}.
• w′(v) = p2B + pB + w(v) for v ∈ V while w′(vn+i) = p2B for i = 1, . . . , p + 1. Finally,
B′ = p3B + 3p2B +B − 1.
• q = p3B + 2p2B +B.
Figure 4 gives an illustration of this construction. G′ is a connected DAG with unique sink and
w′(v) can take at most 3 distinct values. These values are positive integers. Obviously, this reduction
can be done in polynomial time, and all values w′(v) and B′ are upper bounded by a polynomial
because w(v) and B are as such.
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s1
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vn+p vn+1vn+p+1
G
D
Fig. 4. The graph G′.
We claim that I is a yes-instance of CARDINALITY SSG, that is ∃J ⊂ V with |J | = p, J satis-
fies (1) and w(J) = B iff ∃J ′ ⊂ V ′ such that w′(J ′) ≤ q = p3B + 2p2B + B and w′(J ′′) > B′
for every J ′′ of V ′ satisfying the digraph constraints and containing J ′.
Clearly, if I is a yes-instance of CARDINALITY SSG, then by definition there is J ⊆ V
with |J | = p such that J satisfies (1) and ∑v∈J w(v) = B. Hence for MAXIMAL SSG, the
subset J ′ = J ∪ {vn+1} has weight
∑
u∈J′ w
′(u) = p2B + p(p2B + pB) +
∑
v∈J w(v) =
p3B + 2p2B + B = q. This set also satisfies the maximality constraint because using Property (6)
of Lemma 3, we know that the addition to J ′ of any sink u of the subgraph of G′ induced by V ′ \J ′
gives w′(J ′ ∪ {u}) ≥ q + p2B = p3B + 3p2B +B > B′ since w′(v) ≥ p2B for all v ∈ V ′.
Conversely, let J ′ ⊂ V ′ be a feasible solution of MAXIMAL SSG inG′ with weight
∑
v∈J′ w
′(v) ≤
q = p3B+2p2B+B. First, let us show that (i) vn+1 ∈ J ′ and D * J ′, (ii) this sum w(J ′) = q =
p3B + 2p2B +B and (iii) |J ′| = p+ 1 and J ′ ∩D = {vn+1}.
– For (i). By the maximality constraint and because vn+1 is the unique sink of G′, we must have
vn+1 ∈ J ′. Now by contradiction, suppose D ⊆ J ′. Then, let us prove that J ′ ∩ V 6= ∅ because
otherwise J ′ = D. Since G = (V,A) is a DAG, there exists a sink u /∈ J ′ of G. The maximality
constraint on G′ is not satisfied becauseB′−w′(J ′) = (p3B+3p2B+B−1)− (p+1)p2B =
2p2B +B − 1 > w′(u). Hence, u should be added to J ′. In conclusion D ∪ {u} ⊆ J ′ and we
deduce w′(J ′) ≥ w′(D∪{u}) ≥ (p+1)p2B+ p2B+ pB+1 > p3B+2p2B+B = q which
is a contradiction with the initial hypothesis.
– For (ii). Using (i), we know that there exists vn+ℓ /∈ J ′ and vn+ℓ−1 ∈ J ′ for some ℓ ∈
{2, . . . , p+1}. Hence, the maximality constraint imposes that vn+ℓ is a sink in the subgraph of
G′ induced by V ′ \ J ′, so w′(J ′) ≥ B′ − w′(vn+ℓ) + 1 = p3B + 2p2B +B = q.
– For (iii). First, observe that |J ′ \ {vn+1}| = p because on the one hand if |J ′| ≤ p, then
w′(J ′) ≤ p2B + (p − 1)(p2B + pB + B) < p3B + p2B − B < q and on the other hand,
if |J ′| ≥ p + 2, then w′(J ′) > p × p2B + 2(p2B + pB + 1) = p3B + 2p2B + 2pB + 2 >
p3B + 2p2B + B = q, because for both cases by item (i) we know |J ′ ∩ D| ≤ p and the
weights of nodes in D are the smallest of G′. These two cases lead to a contradiction with item
(ii). Finally, let us prove that J ′∩D = {vn+1}. Otherwise, |J ′∩V | ≤ p−1. Since the worst case
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appears when |J ′ ∩ V | = p− 1, then w′(J ′) <
(
(p− 1)(p2B + pB) + (p− 1)B
)
+ 2p2B =
p3B + 2p2B −B < p3B + 2p2B +B = q, which is another contradiction with item (ii).
Using (i), (ii) and (iii), and by setting J = J ′ \ {vn+1} we deduce J ⊆ V , J satisfies the
digraph constraints and |J | = pwith w(J) = w′(J ′)−p(p2B+pB)−p2B = q−p3B−2p2B = B.
Hence, I is a yes-instance of CARDINALITY SSG.
We now prove that the weak digraph constraints versions of the two problems are as hard to
approximate as two variants of the INDEPENDENT SET problem (IS in short):
IS
Input : a connected simple graph G = (V,E).
Output : V ′ ⊂ V such that no two vertices in V ′ are joined by an edge in E.
Objective: maximize |V ′|.
The independence number of G, denoted by α(G), is the maximum size of an independent set in
G. IS is known to be APX-complete in cubic graphs [1], NP-hard in planar graphs with maximum
degree ∆(G) ≤ 3 [16] and no polynomial algorithm can approximately solve it within the ratio
nε−1 for any ε ∈ (0; 1), unless P=ZPP [21].
The second problem is the MINIMUM INDEPENDENT DOMINATING SET problem (ISDS in
short) also known as the MINIMUM MAXIMAL INDEPENDENT SET problem (Problem [GT2], see
comment page 190 in [16]).
ISDS
Input : a connected simple graph G = (V,E).
Output : V ′ ⊂ V such that no two vertices in V ′ are joined by an edge in E
and for all u ∈ V \ V ′, there is a v ∈ V ′ for which (u, v) ∈ E.
Objective: minimize |V ′|.
The independent domination number of G, denoted by i(G) is the minimum size of an independent
dominating set in G. Obviously, i(G) ≤ α(G). ISDS is known to be NP-hard [16], even for planar
cubic graphs [26] and it is APX-complete for graphs of maximum degree 3 [9]. Furthermore, it is
also very hard from an approximation point of view, since no polynomial algorithm can approxi-
mately solve it within the ratio n1−ε for any ε ∈ (0; 1), unless P=NP [20].
Theorem 3. There is a polynomial reduction preserving approximation from
1. IS in general graphs to SSGW in DAG with maximum in-degree 2.
2. ISDS in general graphs to MAXIMAL SSGW in DAG with maximum in-degree 2.
Proof. Let G be a connected graph where G = (V,E) with V = {v1, . . . , vn}. We construct a
corresponding instance I = (G′ = (V ′, A′), w,B) of SSGW and MAXIMAL SSGW as follows:
Let G′ = (V ′, A′) be a digraph defined by V ′ = V ∪ VE where VE = {ve : e ∈ E} and
A′ = {(vi, ve) : e = [vi, vj ] ∈ E}. Set w(vi) = 1 for i = 1, . . . , n and w(ve) = n + 1 for all
ve ∈ VE and B = n. Clearly, G′ is a connected DAG with maximum in-degree 2. An example of
such reduction is given in Figure 5.
We claim that S is a maximal independent set of G if and only if the same set of vertices in
digraph G′ is a feasible solution to SSGW (MAXIMAL SSGW resp.).
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(G)
v1
v5
v4
v3
v2
(G′)
v1,2
v1v5,1
v5
v4,5
v4
v3,4 v3
v2,3
v2
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1n+ 1
1
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1
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1
Fig. 5. Example of reduction.
S is a maximal independent set of G iff this subset satisfies the weak digraph constraints in G′
(otherwise, ve for some e = [x, y] with x, y ∈ S should be added to S) and using Lemma 3, we can
not add a new vertex because on the one hand, w(S) = |S| ≤ n and on the other hand, either S + v
does not satisfies the weak digraph constraints for v /∈ S by maximality of S or w(S + ve) > n for
some e ∈ E.
For item 1, the result follows from the definition of IS while for item 2 it is the the definition of
ISDS.
Corollary 3. In DAG with maximum in-degree is 2, we have:
1. SSGW and MAXIMAL SSGW are APX-hard even if the maximum out-degree is 3.
2. For every ε ∈ (0, 1/2), SSGW (MAXIMAL SSGW resp.) is not nε− 12 , unless P=ZPP (n 12−ε
unless P=NP resp.).
Proof. For item 1, it is a consequence of Theorem 3 together with the results of [1,9].
For item 2, we use the negative results given in [21,20] and the reduction of Theorem 3 with
|V (G′)| = |E(G)|+ |V (G)| ≤ |V (G)|2.
Lemma 4. SSG and MAXIMAL SSG are polynomial-time solvable in tournaments.
Proof. Let G be a tournament digraph. We may assume that G is acyclic by Lemma 2. Thus G
contains a unique Hamiltonian path [3]. We denote it by H = {(vi, vi+1) : i = 1, . . . , n− 1} where
n is the number of vertices of G. Due to the digraph constraints, a feasible solution is, either the
empty set, or a subset {(vi, vi+1) : i = k, . . . , n− 1} for some k ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1} because G is an
acyclic tournament and then (vi, vj) /∈ A for j < i. OnceH is found (this can be done in polynomial
time), we can make a binary search on H to find a solution if it exists in O(n log n).
6 Oriented Trees
Proposition 1. The four following problems are NP-hard in out-rooted trees and in in-rooted trees:
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1. SSG and SSGW.
2. MAXIMAL SSG and MAXIMAL SSGW.
Proof. We only prove the case of out-rooted trees (for in-rooted trees, we reverse the orientation of
each arc).
For item 1, we show the NP-hardness using a reduction from SUBSET SUM (Problem [SP13],
page 223 in [16]) known to be (weakly) NP-complete. This problem is described as follows:
SUBSET SUM (SS)
Input : a finite set X , a size s(x) ∈ Z+ for each x ∈ X and a positive integer B.
Question: is there a subset S ⊆ X such that s(S) =∑x∈S s(x) = B?
Let I = (X, s,B) be an instance of SS. We polynomially construct a corresponding instance
I ′ = (T,w,B, k) of the decision version SSG and SSGW where k is an integer. Let T = (V,A) be
a digraph defined by V = X ∪ {r} and A = {(v, r) : v ∈ X}. Clearly, T is an out-rooted tree. The
weight function is w(v) = s(v) for all v ∈ X and w(r) = 0. Finally, we set k = B.
It is easy to show for SSG (SSGW resp.) that S is a solution of SUBSET SUM if and only if
S∪{r} satisfies the digraph constraints (1) (the weak digraph constraints (4) resp.) andw(S∪{r}) ≥
k.
For item 2, we prove the NP-hardness using a reduction from the LAZY BUREAUCRAT PROB-
LEM with common deadlines and release dates. The decision version of this problem has been shown
NP-complete in [15] and it can be described by:
DECISION LAZY BUREAUCRAT
Input : a finite set X , a size s(x) ∈ Z+ for each x ∈ X , positive integers B and k ≤ B.
Question: is there a subset S ⊆ X such that s(S) = ∑
x∈S
s(x) ≤ k and ∀x /∈ S, s(S) + s(x) > B?
Let I = (X, s,B, k) be an instance of DECISION LAZY BUREAUCRAT. We construct an in-
stance I ′ = (T,w,B, k) in the same way as for item 1. Clearly, there is a subset S ⊆ X with
s(S) =
∑
x∈S s(x) ≤ k and ∀x /∈ S, s(S) + s(x) > B if and only if S ∪ {r} satisfies the (weak
resp.) digraph constraints with w(S ∪ {r}) ≤ k and ∄S′ ⊃ S that satisfies the (weak resp.) digraph
constraints with w(S′ ∪ {r}) ≤ B.
Remark 4. The reduction of Proposition 1 can also be modified in order to get w(v) > 0 for every
vertex v. Moreover, we can slightly modify the construction in order to obtain a binary tree or a
chain.
We now present some dynamic programs for solving the different problems defined in Section
2.2 in the class of trees.
Beforehand, we introduce some notations on trees. Let T = (V,A) be a directed tree. Let us fix
any vertex r(T ) ∈ V as the root of the underlying tree T .
For a node v ∈ V , we denote by fa(v) its father and by ch(v) its set of children. The root has
no father and its neighbors are its children. For a node v that is not r(T ), its father fa(v) is the
first node of the unique path from v to r(T ) (with v 6= fa(v)). Note that this path is not necessarily
directed, i.e. an arc can be traversed from head to tail or the other way. The children set of v, denoted
by ch(v), is defined as NT (v) \ {fa(v)}.
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We partition the set ch(v) of children of v into two sets ch+(v) and ch−(v). The set ch+(v)
contains the children of v in T that leave v, i.e. ch+(v) = {u ∈ ch(v) : (v, u) ∈ A}. The set
ch−(v) contains the children of v in T that arrive in v, i.e. ch−(v) = {u ∈ ch(v) : (u, v) ∈ A}.
For a child i of the root r(T ), let Vi denote the nodes accessible from i without passing through
r(T ). That is, Vi consists of vertex i, the children of i, the children of these children, etc. Let Ti
denote the tree induced by Vi in which i is the root.
v1
v2
v4 v5
v3
v6 v7 v8
Fig. 6. Example of a directed tree.
An example of a directed tree T = (V,A) is given in figure 6. Let us fix arbitrarily the vertex
v1 as the root r(T ) of the tree T . Then fa(v1) = ∅, ch(v1) = {v2, v3}, ch+(v1) = {v2} and
ch−(v1) = {v3}. Regarding vertex v3, fa(v3) = {v1}, ch(v3) = {v6, v7, v8}, ch+(v3) = {v6} and
ch−(v3) = {v7, v8}. Also, ch(vi) = ∅ for i ∈ {4, 5, 6, 7, 8}. Moreover, Vv2 = {v2, v4, v5} and Tv2
is the sub-tree induced by Vv2 . In the same way, Tv3 is the sub-tree induced by Vv3 = {v3, v6, v7, v8}.
Observe that V = {r(T )} ∪i∈ch(r(T )) Vi.
Proposition 2. SSG can be solved using dynamic programming in oriented trees.
Proof. Let I = (T,w,B) be an instance of SSG where T = (V,A) is a directed tree with a root
r(T ) ∈ V . Given an integer b ∈ {0, ..., B}, let R+(T, b) (R−(T, b) resp.) be the boolean defined
by R+(T, b) = True (R−(T, b) = True resp.) if and only if there exists S ⊆ V satisfying (1) in
the tree T with r(T ) ∈ S (r(T ) /∈ S resp.) and w(S) = b. Let R(T, b) = R+(T, b) ∨ R−(T, b).
Then R(T, b) is True if and only if there exists S ⊆ V satisfying (1) and w(S) = b ≤ B, so S
also satisfies (2). Hence it is feasible for SSG with the weight w(S) = b. We define R+(T, b) and
R−(T, b) recursively as follows1:
R+(T, b) =


b == w(r(T )), when V = {r(T )},∧
k∈ch+(r(T ))
R+(Tk, ak)
∧
ℓ∈ch−(r(T ))
R(Tℓ, bℓ), when |V | > 1 and where
ak ≥ 0, ∀k ∈ ch
+(r(T )),
bℓ ≥ 0, ∀ℓ ∈ ch−(r(T )) and∑
k∈ch+(r(T ))
ak +
∑
ℓ∈ch−(r(T ))
bℓ = b− w(r(T ))
1 The formula "==" is the boolean test of equality.
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R−(T, b) =


b == 0, when |V | = 1,∧
k∈ch−(r(T ))
R−(Tk, ck)
∧
ℓ∈ch+(r(T ))
R(Tℓ, dℓ), when |V | > 1 and where
ck ≥ 0, ∀k ∈ ch−(r(T )),
dℓ ≥ 0, ∀ℓ ∈ ch+(r(T )) and∑
k∈ch+(r(T ))
ck +
∑
ℓ∈ch−(r(T ))
dℓ = b
and R(T, b) = R+(T, b) ∨R−(T, b).
Let us prove thatR is well-defined or equivalently thatR+ andR− are well-defined by induction
on |V |. If |V | = 1 then V = {r(T )}. In this case, the unique feasible solution for R− is the empty
set, so R−(T, 0) = True and otherwise R−(T, b) = false for b 6= 0 and b ≤ B. Regarding R+,
the unique solution is reduced to the vertex {r(T )}, then R+(T,w(r(T ))) = True and R+(T, b) =
false for b 6= w(r(T )) and b ≤ B.
Now, assume that |V | ≥ 2. Then r(T ) has at least one child. Suppose that R(T, b) = True, i.e.
R+(T, b) = True or R−(T, b) = True for some b > 0 (the case b = 0 corresponds to the empty
solution).
– If R+(T, b) = True then there exists S ⊆ V satisfying (1) in T with r(T ) ∈ S and w(S) =
b ≤ B. It follows that k = r(Tk) ∈ S for all k ∈ ch+(r(T )) because of (1). In addition,
S ∩Vk necessarily satisfies (1) in the sub-tree Tk. By setting ak = w(S ∩Vk), we conclude that
R+(Tk, ak) = True for all k ∈ ch+(r(T )). Moreover, for all ℓ ∈ ch−(r(T )), S ∩ Vℓ satisfies
(1) in Tℓ. By setting bℓ = w(S ∩ Vℓ), we get that R(Tℓ, bℓ) = True for all ℓ ∈ ch−(r(T )).
Finally, S = {r(T )}
⋃
k∈ch+(r(T ))(S ∩ Vk)
⋃
ℓ∈ch−(r(T ))(S ∩ Vℓ), so w(S) = w(r(T )) +∑
k∈ch+(r(T ))
ak +
∑
ℓ∈ch−(r(T ))
bℓ = b which is consistent with the definition of R+.
– If R−(T, b) = True then there is S ⊆ V satisfying (1) in T with r(T ) /∈ S and w(S) = b ≤ B.
Hence, for all k ∈ ch−(r(T )), k /∈ S ∩ Vk because of (1). Using the fact that S ∩ Vk satisfies
(1) in the sub-tree Tk, it follows that R−(Tk, ck) = True where ck = w(S ∩ Vk) for all
k ∈ ch−(r(T )). Moreover, for all ℓ ∈ ch+(r(T )), S ∩ Vℓ satisfies (1) in the sub-tree Tℓ, so
R(Tℓ, w(S∩Vℓ)) = True. The result follows by setting dℓ = w(S∩Vℓ) for all ℓ ∈ ch+(r(T )).
Conversely, we denote by Si ⊆ Vi a solution satisfying R(Ti, w(Si)) = True for i ∈ ch(r(T )).
– If for all k ∈ ch+(r(T )), R+(Tk, ak) = True with ak ≥ 0, we know that for every ℓ ∈
ch−(r(T )), there exists bℓ ≥ 0 such that R(Tℓ, bℓ) = True (in the worst case, choose bℓ = 0
becauseR−(Tℓ, 0) is always True); then we have {r(T )}
⋃
k∈ch+(r(T )) Sk
⋃
i∈I Si satisfies (1)
in T . By setting b = w(r(T )) +
∑
k∈ch+(r(T )) ak +
∑
ℓ∈ch−(r(T )) aℓ, we get that R+(T, b) =
True. Otherwise (if there exists k ∈ ch+(r(T )) such that R+(Tk, ak) = False, ∀ak ≥ 0), we
get that R+(T, b) = False for every b ≥ 0 because of (1). Indeed, the root r(T ) can not belong
to a feasible solution in T when it has a child k ∈ ch+(r(T )) which is not in this solution.
– Moreover, if for all k ∈ ch−(r(T )), R−(Tk, ck) = True with ck ≥ 0, we know that for every
ℓ ∈ ch+(r(T )), there exists dℓ ≥ 0 such that R(Tℓ, dℓ) = True (in the worst case, choose dℓ =
0 because R−(Tℓ, 0) is always True); then we have {r(T )}
⋃
k∈ch−(r(T )) Sk
⋃
ℓ∈ch+(r(T )) Sℓ
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satisfies (1) in T . Let b = ∑k∈ch−(r(T )) ck +
∑
ℓ∈ch+(r(T )) dℓ. Then R−(T, b) = True. Oth-
erwise, if there exists k ∈ ch−(r(T )) such that R−(Tk, ak) = False, ∀ak ≥ 0, then there is
no solution Sk satisfying (1) in Tk with w(Sk) = ak and such that k /∈ Sk. Hence, for every
solution S of T , S must contain k, and by (1), it must contain r(T ), so R−(T, b) = False for
every b > 0.
The value of R can easily be deduced from R+ and R−. The induction is proved.
R can be computed in O(nB2). Indeed, we can construct two tables, one for R+ and the other
one for R−. In both tables, the columns are valued by the integers 0, 1, ..., B and the lines contain
sub-trees constructed as follows. We start by adding, in both tables, one line per leaf of T and for
each graph Tℓ induced by leaf ℓ, set R−(Tℓ, b) = True if and only if b = 0, and R+(Tℓ, b) = True
if and only if b = w(ℓ). Then, add new lines containing new sub-trees with the following algorithm.
1. If there exist two sub-trees Ti and Ti′ induced by Vi and V ′i respectively with fa(i) = fa(i′)
whose lines have already been created in the tables then
(a) If there exists another child i′′ 6= i, i′ such that fa(i′′) = fa(i) = fa(i′) then choose i and
i′ such that both are either in ch+(fa(i)) or in ch−(fa(i)) and add a new line associated
with the forest Ti,i′ induced by Vi ∪ V ′i .
i. If i, i′ ∈ ch+(fa(i)) then
– R+(Ti,i′ , b) = True for b ∈ {0, ..., B} if and only if there exist bi, bi′ ∈ {0, ..., b}
such that b = bi + bi′ and R+(Ti, bi) = R+(Ti′ , bi′) = True.
– R−(Ti,i′ , b) = True for b ∈ {0, ..., B} if and only if there exist bi, bi′ ∈ {0, ..., b}
such that b = bi + bi′ and R(Ti, bi) = R(Ti′ , bi′) = True.
ii. If i, i′ ∈ ch−(fa(i)) then
– R+(Ti,i′ , b) = True for b ∈ {0, ..., B} if and only if there exist bi, bi′ ∈ {0, ..., b}
such that b = bi + bi′ and R(Ti, bi) = R(Ti′ , bi′) = True.
– R−(Ti,i′ , b) = True for b ∈ {0, ..., B} if and only if there exist bi, bi′ ∈ {0, ..., b}
such that b = bi + bi′ and R−(Ti, bi) = R−(Ti′ , bi′) = True.
(b) Else (there is no other child i′′ 6= i, i′ with the same father fa(i′′) = fa(i) = fa(i′)), add
a new line associated with the tree Tfa(i) induced by Vi ∪ V ′i ∪ {fa(i)}.
i. If i, i′ ∈ ch+(fa(i)) then
– R+(Tfa(i), b) = True for b ∈ {0, ..., B} if and only if there exist bi, bi′ ∈
{0, ..., b} such that b = bi+bi′+w(fa(i)) andR+(Ti, bi) = R+(Ti′ , bi′) = True.
– R−(Tfa(i), b) = True for b ∈ {0, ..., B} if and only if there exist bi, bi′ ∈
{0, ..., b} such that b = bi + bi′ and R(Ti, bi) = R(Ti′ , bi′) = True.
ii. If i, i′ ∈ ch−(fa(i)) then
– R+(Tfa(i), b) = True for b ∈ {0, ..., B} if and only if there exist bi, bi′ ∈
{0, ..., b} such that b = bi + bi′ + w(fa(i)) and R(Ti, bi) = R(Ti′ , bi′) = True.
– R−(Tfa(i), b) = True for b ∈ {0, ..., B} if and only if there exist bi, bi′ ∈
{0, ..., b} such that b = bi + bi′ and R−(Ti, bi) = R−(Ti′ , bi′) = True.
iii. If i ∈ ch+(fa(i)) and i′ ∈ ch−(fa(i)) then
– R+(Tfa(i), b) = True for b ∈ {0, ..., B} if and only if there exist bi, bi′ ∈
{0, ..., b} such that b = bi + bi′ +w(fa(i)) and R+(Ti, bi) = R(Ti′ , bi′) = True.
– R−(Tfa(i), b) = True for b ∈ {0, ..., B} if and only if there exist bi, bi′ ∈
{0, ..., b} such that b = bi + bi′ and R(Ti, bi) = R−(Ti′ , bi′) = True.
iv. If i′ ∈ ch+(fa(i)) and i ∈ ch−(fa(i)) then permute i and i′ and go to 1(b)iii.
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2. Else, there exists a sub-graph Ti induced by Vi whose line has already been created in the tables
and such that there is no other child i′ 6= i with the same father fa(i), and the sub-tree whose
root is the father fa(i) (i.e. the sub-tree induced by Vfa(i)) is not created yet in the tables. Then
add a new line containing the graph Tfa(i) induced by Vi ∪ {fa(i)} and set:
– R−(Tfa(i), b) = True if and only if R−(Ti, b) = True when i ∈ ch−(fa(i)), R(Ti, b) =
True otherwise.
– R+(Tfa(i), b) = True if and only if R+(Ti, b−w(fa(i))) = True when i ∈ ch−(fa(i)),
R(Ti, b− w(fa(i))) = True otherwise.
In case 1a, Ti,i′ is a forest and not a tree, but we use the boolean R(Ti,i′ , b) which is defined on
a tree T and a nonnegative integer b. However this has no incidence on the construction of the tables
R+ and R−. Indeed, we can transform the forest Ti,i′ into a tree Tii′ by adding a fictitious vertex
fv. If in T the arcs go from fa(i) to i and i′ then add in Tii′ the arcs (fa(i), fv), (fv, i), (fv, i′),
else add these arcs in the opposite direction.
The filling of each line can be realized in O(B2) because of the comparison of each value of
line Ti with each value of line Ti′ in the worst case. We continue to create new lines in both tables
in parallel until getting T , so we create at most 2n lines. Then the answer to SSG is yes if and only
if R(T,B) = True (i.e. if R−(T,B) = True or R+(T,B) = True). In case of answer yes, the
solution can be obtained by creating another table containing a feasible solution per cell valued True.
In the lines containing a leaf, the solution is the empty set if the corresponding R− is True or the
leaf if the correspondingR+ is True. Otherwise, the solution of each current True cell in the other
lines is the union of the solutions of the sub-trees that compose T and we add {r(T )} if and only if
the corresponding R+ is True and T is not the union of a subset of children of r(T ).
Remark 5. If T is an out-rooted (in-rooted resp.) tree, then it is easy to define the root r(T ) as the
unique sink (source resp.) of T . The cases of out-rooted and in-rooted trees were previously treated
in [22] where a dynamic programming algorithm was proposed. Proposition 2 is a generalization to
any directed tree.
Remark 6. Proposition 2 also holds in the class of forests.
Proposition 3. MAXIMAL SSG can be solved using dynamic programming in oriented trees.
Proof. Let I = (T,w,B) be an instance of MAXIMAL SSG where T = (V,A) is a tree. We rename
the vertices v1, . . . , vn of V in such a way that for all i ∈ {1, ..., n}, vi is the sink of minimum weight
among the sinks of the subgraph induced by the set of vertices V \ {v1, ..., vi−1}. Hence, the root is
necessarily vn. Wlog., assume w(V ) > B, since otherwise V is an optimal solution.
Let k ≥ 1. We denote by Tk the forest induced by {vk+1, . . . , vn} \ ascG(vk). An example of
such construction is given in Figure 7.
Let S be the set of feasible solutions of MAXIMAL SSG and Sk ⊆ S be the subset satisfying:
∀S ∈ Sk, {v1, . . . , vk−1} ⊆ S and vk /∈ S (8)
for k ∈ {1, . . . , n}whereS1 is reduced to subsets S such that v1 /∈ S. It is obvious that {S1, . . . ,Sn}
is a partition of S where some parts may be empty.
Let k ≥ 1 and let Ik = (Tk, w,Bk) be an instance of SSG where Tk is the forest defined above
and Bk = B −
∑k−1
i=1 w(vi) where B1 = B. Then we show there exists S ∈ Sk if and only if
R(Tk, b) = True for some b ∈ (Bk+1, Bk] where R(Tk, b) is the boolean table defined in the proof
of Proposition 2, i.e. the instance Ik admits a feasible solution for SSG with weight b ∈ (Bk+1, Bk].
First, assume there exists S ∈ Sk. Then
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Fig. 7. An example of construction of the forest Tk for k = 4.
– the restriction Sk of S to Tk satisfies (1);
– using (8), we know that vk /∈ S, so using Property 1, S \ {v1, . . . , vk−1} = Sk. Using w(S) ≤
B, we conclude that w(Sk) ≤ Bk;
– since S ∈ Sk and T is a tree (so, a DAG), it follows that S satisfies (6). But vk /∈ S and S∪{vk}
satisfies (1), so it must be w(S) + w(vk) > B. Thus, w(Sk) > Bk − w(vk) = Bk+1.
Hence, we may conclude that R(Tk, w(Sk)) = True and Bk+1 < w(Sk) ≤ Bk.
Conversely, assume that there exists b ∈ (Bk+1, Bk] such that R(Tk, b) = True. Then there
exists Sk ⊆ Tk such that Sk satisfies (1) and w(Sk) = b ≤ Bk. In the initial graph T , we have
– S = Sk ∪ {v1, . . . , vk−1} satisfies (1),
– w(S) = w(Sk) +
∑k−1
i=1 w(vi) ≤ B,
– Let us prove that S satisfies the maximality constraints (6). Using Remark 2, let v be a sink of
G−S; so v = vi for i ≥ k. We havew(S)+w(v) ≥ w(S)+w(vk) = b+
∑k−1
i=1 w(vi)+w(vk) >
Bk+1 +
∑k−1
i=1 w(vi) + w(vk) = Bk +
∑k−1
i=1 w(vi) = B.
We conclude that S = Sk ∪ {v1, . . . , vk−1} ∈ Sk.
Then, the value of the optimal solution of MAXIMAL SSG is mink≤n bk with bk = min{b ∈
(Bk+1, Bk] for which R(Tk, b) = True}.
Proposition 4. SSGW can be solved using dynamic programming in in-rooted and out-rooted trees.
Proof. In in-rooted trees, the weak digraph constraints (4) are equivalent to the digraph constraints
(1). Hence, SSGW is equivalent to solve SSG and the result holds by Proposition 2.
Let us now consider the case of out-rooted trees. Let P (T, b) be a boolean defined on an out-
rooted tree and an integer b ∈ {0, ..., B} such that P (T, b) = True if and only if there exists S ⊆ V
satisfying the weak digraph constraints (4) with w(S) = b. Let r(T ) be the anti-root of T . Then it
is easy to see that P (T, b) is defined recursively as follows.
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P (T, b) =


False, if b > w(V ),
T rue, if b = w(V ) ∧ ∀i ∈ ch(r(T )) : P (Ti, w(Vi)) = True,
T rue, if ∃I ⊆ ch(r(T )) : ∀i ∈ I : P (Ti, bi) = True for some bi ∈ {0, ..., b}
such that
∑
i∈I bi = b ∨
∑
i∈I bi = b− w(r(T )),
False, else.
The generalization of Proposition 4 to any directed tree is an open problem.
Note that the dynamic programming algorithms presented in Propositions 2, 3 and 4 can be used
to deduce fully polynomial time approximation schemes.
7 Approximation schemes for SSG and MAXIMAL SSG in DAG
An instance is a graph G = (V,A), a boundB and a nonnegative weight w(v) for each node v ∈ V .
Using Lemma 2, we can suppose that G is a connected DAG. Being a DAG is a hereditary prop-
erty, so every nonempty subgraph of G possesses a source and a sink. We propose two polynomial
approximation schemes for SSG and MAXIMAL SSG, respectively. They both consist in building a
partial solution with an exhaustive search of k nodes (k is a part of the input) and complete it in a
greedy manner. In both cases, the time complexity of the algorithm is dominated by the first phase
which requires O(|V |k|A|) elementary operations.
7.1 SSG in DAG
Algorithm 1 consists in building every possible subset S of V such that |S| ≤ k. The nodes
of descG(S) are put in a partial solution SolS if w(descG(S)) ≤ B. Next, the nodes of V \
(ascG(κ(S)) ∪ descG(S)) are considered by nonincreasing marginal contribution (that isw(descG(z)\
SolS) = w(descG′(z))) and descG′(z) is added to SolS if the budgetB is not exceeded, until a fea-
sible solution is obtained. The algorithm finally ouputs the best solution Sol∗ that was constructed
(the one of maximum weight).
Theorem 4. Algorithm 1 is a PTAS for SSG in DAG.
Proof. LetO be an optimal solution to SSG. Let q denote |κ(O)| and supposeκ(O) = {v1, v2, . . . , vq}.
If k ≥ q, then the algorithm finds κ(O) and deduces O. Henceforth, k + 1 ≤ q. Wlog., assume that
the nodes of κ(O) have been sorted according to their marginal contribution; so, let wˆ(vi) denote
w(descG(vi) \ descG({v1, . . . , vi−1})) and wˆ(vi) ≥ wˆ(vi+1), ∀i ∈ [1..q − 1]. The value of the
optimal solution w(O) is equal to
∑q
i=1 wˆ(vi). Let i
∗ be such that wˆ(vi) ≤ Bk+1 iff i ≥ i
∗
.
If i∗ > k+1, then wˆ(v1) ≥ · · · ≥ wˆ(vk+1) > Bk+1 andw(O) > B, contradiction with (2). Thus,
i∗ ≤ k + 1 ≤ q and the algorithm can guess {v1, . . . , vi∗−1} during its first phase. Henceforth, we
analyze the iteration of the algorithm where S = {v1, . . . , vi∗−1}. Of course, w(Sol∗) ≥ w(SolS).
During the second phase, if the algorithm inserts {vi∗ , vi∗+1, . . . , vq}, then SolS is clearly op-
timal. Otherwise, let j be the smallest element of [i∗..q] such that vj /∈ SolS . We cannot add vj
to SolS because w(SolS) > B − w(descG′(vj)) = B − w(descG(vj) \ descG(SolS)). Since
w(descG(vj) \ descG(SolS)) ≤ w(descG(vj) \ descG({v1, . . . , vj−1})) = wˆ(vj), we get that
w(SolS) > B −
B
k+1 ≥
k
k+1w(O).
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Algorithm 1:
Data: a DAG G = (V, A), B, w and k
Result: a set of nodes Sol∗ satisfying (1) and (2)
1 Sol∗ ← ∅
2 for all S ⊆ V such that |S| ≤ k do
3 if w(descG(S)) ≤ B then
4 V ′ ← V \ (ascG(κ(S)) ∪ descG(S))
5 G′ ← G[V ′]
6 SolS ← descG(S)
7 while V ′ 6= ∅ do
8 Choose a source node z of G′, maximizing w(descG′(z))
9 if w(SolS) + w(descG′(z)) ≤ B then
10 SolS ← SolS ∪ descG′(z)
11 V ′ ← V ′ \ descG′(z)
12 else
13 V ′ ← V ′ \ {z}
14 G′ ← G[V ′]
15 if w(SolS) > w(Sol∗) then
16 Sol∗ ← SolS
17 return Sol∗
7.2 MAXIMAL SSG in DAG
By Lemma 3, we know that constraint (3) can be replaced by (6) in DAG. Algorithm 2 consists
in building every possible set S ⊆ V such that |S| ≤ k. The nodes of descG(S) are put in a
partial solution SolS if w(descG(S)) ≤ B. Next, the sinks of G[V \ (SolS)] are considered by
nondecreasing weight and greedily added to SolS if the budget is not exceeded, until a feasible
solution is obtained. The algorithm finally ouputs the best solution Sol∗ that was constructed (the
one of minimum weight).
Theorem 5. Algorithm 2 is a PTAS for MAXIMAL SSG in DAG.
Proof. Let O be an optimal solution to MAXIMAL SSG. Let q denote |κ(O)| and suppose κ(O) =
{v1, v2, . . . , vq}. If k ≥ q, then the algorithm finds κ(O) and deduces O. Henceforth, k+1 ≤ q. As
previously, assume that the nodes of κ(O) have been sorted according to their marginal contribution.
Let wˆ(vi) denote w(descG(vi) \ descG({v1, . . . , vi−1})), and suppose that wˆ(vi) ≥ wˆ(vi+1), ∀i ∈
{1, . . . , q − 1}. The value of the optimal solution w(O) is equal to
∑q
i=1 wˆ(vi). Observe that for
every j ∈ [1..q − 1] and every node x ∈ O \ descG({v1, . . . , vj}), it holds that:
w(x) ≤ wˆ(vj+1) ≤ w(descG({v1, . . . , vj}))/j ≤ w(O)/j (9)
Consider the iteration of the algorithm where S = {v1, . . . , vk}. The corresponding solution SolS
consists of descG({v1, . . . , vk}) plus some other nodes that are subsequently added in a greedy
manner. Let zi denote the i-th node inserted during the greedy phase. Let s be smallest index such
that zs /∈ O (if zs does not exist, then SolS must be optimal).
Note that O \ (descG({v1, . . . , vk}) ∪ {z1, . . . , zs−1}) 6= ∅, otherwise zs can be added to O, vio-
lating (3). Let u be a sink of G[V \ (descG({v1, . . . , vk}) ∪ {z1, . . . , zs−1})], such that u ∈ O.
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Algorithm 2:
Data: a DAG G = (V, A), B, w and k
Result: a set of nodes Sol∗ satisfying (1), (2) and (6)
1 Sol∗ ← V
2 for all S ⊆ V such that |S| ≤ k do
3 if w(descG(S)) ≤ B then
4 V ′ ← V \ (descG(S))
5 G′ ← G[V ′]
6 SolS ← descG(S)
7 while SolS does not satisfy (6) do
8 Within the sinks of G′, choose one, say z, of minimum weight
9 SolS ← SolS ∪ {z}
10 V ′ ← V ′ \ {z}
11 G′ ← G[V ′]
12 if w(SolS) < w(Sol∗) then
13 Sol∗ ← SolS
14 return Sol∗
Such a vertex exists because G[O] is a DAG and O ⊃ ({v1, . . . , vk}) ∪ {z1, . . . , zs−1}). Us-
ing (9), we know that w(u) ≤ w(O)/k. The greedy phase of the algorithm consists in adding
to the current solution a sink of minimum weight, so w(u) ≥ w(zs). Because O is feasible and
O ⊃ ({v1, . . . , vk}) ∪ {z1, . . . , zs−1}), O ∪ {zs} must violate the budget constraint, i.e. w(O) +
w(zs) > B. SolS satisfies the budget constraint. We deduce that w(Sol∗) ≤ w(SolS) ≤ B <
w(O) + w(zs) ≤ w(O) + w(u) ≤
k+1
k
w(O).
Remark 7. Note that for k = 0, Algorithm 1 and 2 are greedy algorithms and it is not difficult to
prove that their exact aproximation bounds are 1/2 and 2 for SSG and MAXIMAL SSG, respectively.
8 Conclusion and perspectives
We presented in this article some complexity results for the problem of (MAXIMAL) SUBSET SUM
WITH (WEAK) DIGRAPH CONSTRAINTS. We designed complexity results according to the class of
the input digraph, namely regular graphs (for SSG), directed acyclic graphs and oriented trees. It
would be interesting to see the tightness of the complexity results in these classes. This was done
only for SSG in regular graphs.
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